
Editing Government  
Documents for Results
Enhancing the quality of your documents

Why You Should Take This Course
Government supervisors and senior managers are spending significant time “fixing” and rewriting documents prepared by 
their employees. This workshop equips participants with the skills they need to edit written materials and to produce text 
that is: clear in meaning; elegant in logic and flow; concise in length; and complete and accurate in content. The focus is on 
learning and practising techniques to achieve these results and on meeting participants’ expressed needs. The ultimate goal 
of the workshop is to provide participants with effective writing and editing techniques to help them produce high-quality 
materials that are ready for management review.

Audience
• Analysts and employees at all levels of the organization who want to improve the clarity of their work, or need to edit 

their own work before submitting high-quality materials to their busy supervisors

• Supervisors, managers, and executives who review documents written by their employees or others

Duration: 1 Day   

Price: $545.00 plus HST 

Instruction Methodology 
The workshop uses recent, relevant examples to discuss basic and advanced editing rules and techniques. Participants 
work on tasks to learn how to edit material and to practise strong writing and plain language techniques. These tasks will 
help them reduce the amount of editing time needed to produce clear and easy-to-read documents. Tips and checklists 
are included. 

L E A R N I N G  N E T W O R K

• Tasks to integrate substantive editing techniques to 
produce high-quality materials that flow logically    

• Use of participants’ own workplace materials in the 
classroom on individual laptops to increase relevance

• Techniques for working collaboratively and tactfully 
with others to edit and produce written materials 

• Use of plain language and other copy-editing tips and 
techniques to increase clarity and readability

Topics
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